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If I could have them back for just one day we would fill the spoken 

language with love because we’re overwhelmed with words to hate

We as people are so quick to agitate situations that needn’t be instigated

Rather than putting our kindness to use

We feed the fires of the parties involved, 

we take advantage of their short fuse

And when they ignite into a light we give no insight as to who was 

wrong or right

nor if there was a call for the act at all

And we refuse to see ourselves as part of one human family

It’s just too big a stretch

Though we’re all experiencing happiness, loneliness, pleasure and pain

We’d rather not relate,

Instead we just blow ‘em o! like we always do

Well I’m blowing out my candles

This one’s for you.



-Facilitate student development through co-curricular experiences that 
a"rm students’ identities, recognize the intersecting identities of women 
and foster leadership opportunities

-Develop and sponsor programming that recognizes and celebrates women 
as leaders, activists, and scholars.

-O!er support services, referrals, advocacy, training, and education 
regarding issues of gender-based and sexual violence

  -Foster activism and social change through collaboration with the 
 University and local community
 
   If you have experienced gender-based violence or 
   sexual violence, feel free to contact the UVM 
    Campus Advocate at advocate@uvm.edu 
      or call 201-656-7892

    - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

    
    The Women’s Center is part of the 
    Diversity an Equity Unit along with the 
    following partner o"ces: 

    LGBTQA services: 802-656-8637
     www.uvm.edu/~lgbta
    
     ALANA services: 802-656-3819
     www.uvm.edu/~asc
    
     O"ce of A"rmative Action & 
      Equal Opportunity:
      802-656-3368
      www.uvm.edu/~aaeo

It’s my birthday, so today I get to make a wish. 

I really hope it comes true, I’ve never wished a wish  like this. 

I wish that I could retrieve every person lost, 

Every person who paid without truly knowing the cost at stake,

Their lives unlived, the joy they’d take.

I just want to know what it is they felt life lacked. 

To make them want to leave and never turn back. 

What did you need to feel to remind you that people care?

What did you need to see to be 

assured that someone somewhere would be there?

Wish giver, if I can’t have them back forever, then 

how about just for one day

So that they may see their impact

Please let them see the aftermath

Let them see the ri! they created with they left 

that shakes the ones they loved to the core

Furthermore I want them to know that beyond a 

measurable doubt they are missed

Even if it was by someone they never noticed.
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I was not born  

  

In  

  

a closet  

I was born  

  

Out  

  

a womb.  
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Thank you for 
seeing me.
Because even 
though I know I 
don’t need to be 
noticed to 
appreciate my life’s 
accomplishments
I’m glad that you 
recognize that I 
exist, you know
So thank you
Thank you for 
remembering that 
beneath this flesh 
there is a heart 
beating
And that you see 
through this 
exterior to the 
person I’ve always 
been and the 
passions I’ve had 
for the things I 
secretly love.

I have so much gratitude for the fact that you are so in 
tune with my little “me-who” who doesn’t know “exactly-
what” she is because you remind her that she is
And so no matter where she stands so long as she is 
standing she is there
And that so long as I know that
I shouldn’t care about whether not I am visible nor if I’m 
audible just so long as I keep courage,
So long as I don’t catch a fright and neglect to rock the 
mike and tell my story even if no one is listening, Cuz in 
the end it isn’t for them it’s for me
And there is power in those words, in my words, in the 
word
Whether heard or unheard so long as it is spoken
And my words, my art will not be taken as token rhyme 
because they’re mine and of me
And I am here seen or unseen and I am strong whether 
or not I‘m feeling weak
So thank you for that lesson yes
Thank you for seeing me



Kill the culture, 

media blitz the shit outta those 

puppetmasters

Bust the paper mache and 

snip the strings of entitlement

Or use your privilege to 

pump the pots of power

Good til the last drip

Decaf is for pussies, I know 

Turn the scalpels into sculptures

Constructed out of reality, not perfection

Tune out the ads and fads and help the dads

Find the time to rhyme with their kids, squirt a

lime on a penny with Penny

and see the reaction. 

Re action. Re design. Re volution. 

Looking for a sign? Ignore eight sides telling you 

NO

and GO

The volume is waiting to be taken o! the shelf

The story is never ending and ever unfolding.

In distress or in the rescue? The rest is up to you. 

 “Don’t you remember that we used to come here all the 

time when you were younger, Sarah? Don’t you remember our 

good friend who gave you the picture books? Sarah, don’t you 

remember Thanksgiving with Laura in Brooklyn? Sarah, don’t 

you remember?” My mom asks me, incredulous that I cannot 

remember these apparently precious events. My brother always 

tells her he remembers everything, even if he couldn’t possibly as 

he was too young at the time, or not present on the occasion. I, on 

the other hand, have no answer for my mother. I shrug. 

 I have a confession to make: I can’t remember my 

childhood. Well, not exactly—I can remember snippets, but they 

are all covered in a weird gauze, a haze through which I can’t 

remember exact details. I can remember locations, though: the 

house in which I grew up, blue and cramped and messy. The 

carpets are beige with either age or lack of care. My room is yellow 

and tiny and there is a dragon made out of blue and green glass 

that hangs in my window. But what happened in this house I 

cannot recall. Sometimes I try to remember and it frightens me, 

that there is so much of my life that fell into a bottomless chasm 

from which I can’t dredge any memory. More often, though, it 

doesn’t scare me at all. I suspect that the memories themselves 

would scare me more than the empty space they’ve left behind. 

 The clearest memories begin when I turned 11, and from 

there on I can remember everything. It’s an odd sensation; it is as 

if I was born at the age of 11 and there is no life preceding it, only 

that which comes after. 



I was not born

In

a closet

 I was born

      Out

   a womb.

 We are in a dingy motel. The curtains that cover the single 

window are dusty and maroon and faces a parking lot. There are 

two beds, both small and covered in a tacky gold blanket in an 

attempt to reference the baroque style, and failing miserably. 

There is one painting of a nondescript cabin with a porch and 

flowers. It is quaint and sure not to insult any of the room’s varied 

inhabitants. Today the inhabitants are my brother, my mother and 

I. 

 My brother is seated on a chair by the wall. He is ill 

adapted to his lanky frame and his legs are too long for his torso 

and his feet are too big for his balance. He is pale, like me, and 

covered in freckles. His eyes are auburn and are gazing at the 

floor. I cannot see the rest of his face because it is covered by his 

forearms. He is fidgeting with his bangs, twisting his red hair 

between his fingers. It is one of the nervous habits that are caused 

by his medication. He has ADD and the Ritalin he takes causes 

his fingers to twitch and his eyes to blink much too often and with 

excess force. He is a terrible liar and I always know what he’s 

thinking. Right now he is unsure of what to do with himself and 

he slouches in the chair, perhaps shrinking away from the danger 

of the bomb in my mother’s hands—the phone.
###



em powered is me powered

the scales have shifted balance sent

testeetering

don’t be willy whipped although the

pussy has slipped

ergo: feel the flow as we go

flex the muscles of citizenship

navigate the bargain basements until

you find the suit that fits you newly

toned body and mind

try it on for size ? although size should

not matter

your foot may have grown since the

last time you measured.  

 My mother is seated in front of me on one of the sti! beds. 

The mattress barely sags under her weight, refusing to be 

disturbed. She doesn’t look at either of us but instead studies the 

wall and the flimsy lamp on the bedside table. Her fingers toy with 

the tangled cord of the phone and with the finger on which there 

is a tan line from the wedding ring she has already removed. My 

brother is her in miniature; both are pale and freckled, both have 

bright red hair. My mother’s eyes, though, do not echo my 

brother’s—hers are hazel and prone to changing shade with her 

mood. When she is sad they are a deep brown; when she is happy 

they are a bright green; but right now they are a muddled grayish 

color as her forehead puckers in concentration. 

I am sitting on the carpet at my mother’s feet. I too 

am unsure of what to do with myself, unsure of whether to listen 

to the conversation of which I can only hear half of the necessary 

information, but I can guess the contents. I worry the cheap 

carpeting with my fingers, picking at the fraying strands. It is not 

enough of a distraction to block out what I hear next.

 My mother changes the position of the phone in her hands 

and suddenly I can make out the man on the other end. I am 

uncertain whether this is an improvement, that of more 

information, or a curse of the same.

 “Erika,” says the man, “you need to get out. Just take the 
kids and get out.”



 “Well, we were supposed to go on vacation in Vermont…” 

my mother answers, sounding unsure of herself. Her voice shakes. 

She never sounds like this.

 “Well, good. Go on vacation, try to get some rest for God’s 

sake, and then don’t go home. Aren’t you renovating your parent’s 

old house? Go there. Don’t go back to Bayshore.”

  “It’s not even finished…there’s still weeks’ worth of work…

it doesn’t even have running water yet.” I can tell my mother is 

trying to lower her voice, so that we children can hear this news in 

a di!erent way, later. When she is o! the phone she can reword it, 

sugar coat it, make it sound less horrible than it is. But there is no 

changing the end result.

 “Erika, as your lawyer, listen to me. You really don’t want 

to go back there. It’s the best thing for you right now, and the 

kids. Go on vacation and don’t come back.”

I am not from my blood father so I refused to cry, I could not. 

until seeing my sister sob was too much. 

I am from the tears of a convoluted relationship hich

left me beaten often, which left me out in the cold

on a snowy day and in a ditch in a demolished car twice on the 

side of the road.  

I am from sweat but I still don’t understand beauty. 

I am from lightning and complex chemical formulas, but

not figuring out my own desires.

I am from nothing and everything at once

From a known part of myself an an unknown part. 

Whether I know what I am or not

I am from, and always will be from

me. 



I am from nothing and everything at once

From a known part of myself and an unknown part

From a blood father who never loved me

and two spirit fathers who always loved me

From squeezing puppies and putting clean socks on my head

with all the warm laundry lying around me

From catching toads and dirt underneath my fingernails

From being so happy and then all of a sudden- not. 

I am from feeling the mental pains others put me through

And then from feeling the physical pains I put me through

then all at once the blood turned to sweat 

and I was strong again. 

I am from my oldest sister asking me for advice

from dancing liberally with long skirts and my other

sister, incense entrancing us- we were connected, 

and free. 

I am from my mother who raised us all with no degree 

and no help, no condolence from her family. 

I am not from my blood father, but I act like him

I am not from my blood father but holding me, shaking, 

his latest wife said I look so much like him. 

 

 My next memories are in Levittown, in the house of my 

mother’s childhood. The lawn is overgrown, as no one has lived 

here of late to care for it. There is a plain, bare porch, with no 

friendly chairs to inhabit it. Only cheap wood long weathered by 

the rain and snow. The front door opens onto a long hallway, 

which in my childhood was covered in dark, oily paneling that has 

now been ripped out and not yet replaced. At the end of the 

hallway is the living room and I will always remember being six 

and the first thing I would do upon arriving at my grandparents’ 

house was to run down this hallway. I would wake up my 

grandfather with my stomping, who was always sleeping on the 

couch. He would stumble up with the help of his cane down the 

hallway, through the slate-floored kitchen and into their bedroom. 

It contained only my ailing grandmother in her hospital-styled bed 

with railings and a clear IV bag on a hook. Then he died, and I 

didn’t run into the living room anymore. Soon after my 

grandmother died too and the hospital bed was removed. Now 

the room is bare but for my grandparents’ chestnut drawers and 

two bedside tables.



 Eventually I will live upstairs, to the left of the tight 

staircase in the biggest room of the house. But for now all three of 

us must camp out in the living room. The house is under 

construction and we are shu$ed around nightly as the workers 

move on to di!erent rooms. My first memories of living here are of 

being cold in a house without heat and of wanting a shower 

because there was no running water and of embarrassment as I 

asked a neighbor for permission to borrow their bathroom. #There 

was fear too, of being new in school and of getting lost on my way. 

Mostly, though, I feared this big empty house and the memories it 

held. #But more so I feared the memories we were trying to escape 

back in a cramped blue house. #They would sneak in at night 

under door cracks and between window panes and they gave me 

unsettling dreams of things I couldn’t quite remember.

"she raised me to hate men" is 

the quote of 

the day and 

night you

wonder if

men are

so bad

or vaginas

are sheaths 

for knives are

for men and.

your mom

was 

your knife 

so that you 

won't be a

sheath that

opens 

she

raised your, maybe 

razed your

hopes of 

the men who

might knife your

sheath in latin is

vagina.



she raised your, maybe

razed your,

hopes of

and thoughts of 

and men are

so bad and

knives are 

for men and 

vagina.

vagina is latin for sheath,

did you know that?

since then,

girls are

and women are

and vaginas are

and sheaths are

ready for

knives and 

men are 

so bad.

 I remember admiring the fliers on the bulletin board at the 

Cyber Café in the Bailey Howe Library. Images and words 

advertised information on global warming and what YOU can do 

to stop this new phenomenon. Fliers advertised to “End World 

Hunger” and “Stop The Genocide in Darfur!” And I thought, 

wow, the UVM community is passionate and motivated to act on 

these major world issues.

 However everyday I see acts of hate, acts of ignorance and acts 

of racism, sexism and ableism in our community.

 And because everyday brings new situations, new challenges 

and new people, I am becoming aware of my identity as a white, 

able bodied, female who is pursuing an Education degree at the 

University of Vermont—I am constantly reminded that my own 

identities a!ect the people that I meet and the students that I 

teach.

 Through this lens, I became even more conscious of the lack of 

identity awareness among many of my privileged peers.

 So I started a group called Aspiring White Anti-Racist Allies 

because I didn’t want to ignore the fact that I have privilege.

 I envisioned a room full of people interested in social change. 

We were going to recognize the impact of our own privilege and 

go out into our community and change some things.



 

 At first I was so eager to push this notion of change that I got ahead 

of myself and I became frustrated when I did not see instant results.

 I thought that we would have no problem in recruiting interested 

members for the organization because we are surrounded by 

thousands of passionate people–people who clearly care about social 

change! However this was not the case. I was having a hard time 

finding community surrounding these issues.

 We were lacking in numbers and our vision was depleting. I felt that 

I was not only letting my community down, but I was loosing sight of 

a dream.

 I was so wrapped up in the University mindset of studying to get an 

A or working hard to achieve-- that I forgot that some things in life 

have no set path—no guidelines or rubric—some things in life just take 

time.

 It was the women at The University of Vermont that grounded me. 

They reminded me that my dreams hold no final destination—that a 

person who identifies as an aspiring ally is embarking on a lifelong 

journey, one that cannot be defined by one experience.

 It was then that I realized that AWARA not an organization that 

people can give money to and be done with. I was asking white 

people to change their lifestyles. I was asking them to donate 

not time and money, but thought, passion and 

undying commitment.

You are in a woodshop. 

You have stolen straw from the field where we would meet. 

You have slashed down a tree from the forest where we would hide. 

You have collected my memories, our memories. 

You have cut and sawed and sanded. 

You have made a broom, but not to sweep me o! my feet. 

You have come to sweep the floor.

You have come to clean me from your life. 

I am with you. 

And I have been.

And I will be. 

You will not see me again, but I am with you. 

And I have been. 

And I will be. 

But I am not my boots. 

I am not my shirt, I am not my pants. 

I am not my body. 

I am not on the floor. 
I am not something that can be tossed 



 With this new mindset, I now let every bump in the road, every 

unattended meeting and event rekindle my passion. I promised 

myself that I would never feel defeated by my dreams.

 So I spent some time reflecting. I wanted to make AWARA 

inviting and I wanted it to be an educational and personal 

experience for all people who attend.

 So I engaged in conversations with my peers. I wanted to know 

why, in a community that has thousands of white people, #I wasn’t 

getting the support that I was hoping for. I wondered what it is 

about race and racial bias that makes people not want to talk, not 

want to act.

 So I asked, “What about the racism that exists on our own 

campus? What about the hate crimes that happen right before our 

eyes? What about our own classmates and teachers and 

community members that are feeling objectified and hurt?”

 And from these conversations I noticed four common themes. I 

noticed a wall of self-defense that immediately formed when I 

brought up the topic of race—and even if I managed to dismantle 

that wall, I then noticed an avoidance of any topic that labeled 

white people as privileged. I noticed that today’s society was 

frequently referred to as “post-racial” or “colorblind.” But most of 

all, I noticed characteristics of fear.

 And from these conversations, I reevaluated AWARA. I 

wanted people to know that it’s not their fault that they have 

privilege—but it is their responsibility. I wanted to come to the 

understanding, together, that we can all be agents of change 

simply by living our lives.

My pants are on the floor. 

They are blue, they are torn.

The denim frayed around the ankles.

The pockets are sewn shut, unable to hold my belongings. 

There is a rip along the knee from when I got caught on the 

barbed wire behind your house.

My body is on the floor. 

It is sore, it is cold. 

It does not move, but lies quietly. 

It respects the request of the sign that hangs on the hotel room 

door. 

It does not disturb. 



 AWARA is now an organization that provides a safe space for 

white-identified people who are interested in developing their role 

as an ally to people of color. We recognize that safe does not 

always mean comfortable—in fact, a woman that I have recently 

met substitutes ’safe’ with “transformative and vital” because she 

believes that often times, “safe” is associated with the feeling of 

comfort—and that is not what we want people to expect at our 

meetings. We view awkwardness, silence, discomfort and 

nervousness through the lens of progress. #

 We practice talking about race, developing our white identities, 

and recognize what we can do to help stop racism and dismantle 

racial bias. We bring in educators and we practice speaking up.

 I now enter each discussion simply excited to meet and learn 

from people who are also interested in developing traits of an ally. 

Because together, we are embarking on an endless journey— A 

constant lifestyle, one that will challenge us everyday.

 In a fast-paced University and occupational setting, I was #

taught to work hard to achieve—whether it’s a grade, a title or an 

acceptance. I forget that some things cannot be measured in 

achievements or awards— #And sometimes my mind can become 

so fixated on that goal, that I forget the importance of being 

present. I forget about the dreams that require everyday attention, 

yet have no specific end-point.

 I leave you with a challenge: Amidst the stress and routine of 

everyday life, allow yourself to rekindle your passions. Aspire, 

dream and embark on a journey.

 Work towards your perfect world.

My boots are on the floor. 

They are brown, they are heavy. 

The tow is the same size and shape as the bruise on your shin.

A trail of muddy footsteps stops where they sit. 

One stands tall, the other on its side,its buckle coming loose.

My shirt is on the floor. 

It is gray, it is shrunken. 

It was your birthday gift to me, a month after we met. 

It was the perfect fit then, but I let it tumble in the dryer for one too 

many cycles. 

The thread you pulled playfully one day now 

      threatens to 

              unravel

         it all. 



What shall I tell my friends who are straight?

who can walk down the street

hand in lover’s hand

without fearing for their safety

What shall I tell my friends who are straight?

whose love was never a mental disorder

according to the american psychiatric association

What shall I tell my friends who are straight?

who bought me a dildo for my birthday

assuming it would bring me pleasure

What shall I tell my friends who are straight?

for whom the meaning of partner

 will never extend beyond platonic

for whom adoption is an option 

and pregnancy a possibility

The type of Pleasure I give my Lover is rare

But it is as real as light and dark

And

With her eyes of green glimmering in the stars

And her strong hands grasp a hold of mine

I make love to her

I see every part of her body and soul with my heart

And as my eyes wonder down her body

I can see her true beauty

The Love I share with my Lover is rare

But it is as real as sun and moon

And

With her luscious lips outlined in the shadows

And her breasts against mine

I make love to her

I feel all her love she

has for me

And as my heart skips 

a beat

I can feel in my heart

that she is the one for me



What shall I tell my friends who are straight?

who get down on one knee and

waste three months salary 

betting on a 50% divorce rate #

who flip through pages

picking out dresses 

i could never fit into nor a!ord 

What shall I tell my friends who are straight?

I shall tell them

I shall tell them

I shall tell them

I am not.
   

                                                                                       
     

    inspired by Dr. Margaret Burrough’s poem 
    “What Shall I Tell my Children Who are Black?”

The Passion I share with my Lover is rare

But it is as real as day and night

And

With her long locks of red shining in the moon light

And her skin pale against mine

I make love to her

I feel every part of her body with my fingertips

And as my hand slowly moves down her side to her hip

I can feel her tremble



Everyone #
###########Is fucking ########
################Beautiful 
###########Is #fucking #########
Everyone
### Is beautiful 
### ####Fucking 
Everyone### #############
################Beautiful 
############Is fucking 
Everyone
### Is fucking
Everyone. 



part one
Hey there Momma, I almost didn’t recognize you ? 

that look in your eyes, that you tried to hide
From me, your only daughter

But don’t you see, I value transparency
You carried both me and the world for years, 
let me stretch my ears and wiggle my limbs

It’s time to begin. 
Get some rest. 

Let me feel your worries, hopes, dreams ? both the ones that came through for 
you and those that vanished into smoke

I won’t let you choke on that soot, 
I’ll stomp my boot until it’s sore or burst down both the doors

SO that there are no boundaries, limitless in all directions and aspirations
Unpressurized air filling your lungs- after all, it costs less and who’s not trying 

to save a buch?
Perhaps we can make a fortune o! of it, bottle it and call it smart air.

You make me smarter. 

Day falls, 
spills sunlight on green to catch bliss.
What man could want much more than this?
To let the abstract twinkle
of the Golden August Maple
seep into the mind, 
kneading it with the nearly silent tenderness
of this natural romance...
A love so old with reason
driven by the deepest rumbles of the soul, 
having each piece in the languid game
laughing deeply at complexities.
If I could sit in limbo underneath such a love...
I’m not so sure I could help
but to melt into earth
and stay away with you.

A change!
What more could be known from a birth, 

solely familiar with descent?
Shades of green much hold a red predisposition

You cradle me now in a manner too tender
to find any bearable harmony in Slumber,

but slumber we must; we never choose to love. 
And yet, these such pieces fall

as you rock us all in the same limbo--
But to melt into the earth
and stay away with you...

WIll you always come back to me?



part tw
o

Do you remember life
 before motherhood

Gooder or just good

Life moving slow until th
e announcement is made

Suddenly the world stops spinning, with that pause the axis is busted

No longer tethered, the future feels like infinity

An a"
nity for tim

eless space and space less place ? less tim
e to save face

Sent reeeeling into a void; Snapped back by elastic reality

Enthusiastic rubber gluing you to this life
 this moment th

e next step

Is the deepest.

I have no control, I want a daughter but love a son

I wouldn’t trade that sun for thirty seconds ago

I’ve already charged enough to rays myself educate myself about up 

comings reflect on my short comings

A uncomfortable as they may be

Lift the lenses of others so that they too could see that in every you 

is a me. 

Momma I’m still inside you.
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I was not born  

  

In  

  

a closet  

I was born  

  

Out  

  

a womb.  
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I sail a ship that doesn’t float.

Sinking in the words you wrote. 

I drift across the ocean floor. 

As if I may one day find the shore. 

I hold a watch that doesn’t work. 

Time stands still each time I look.

And tricks me out of being blue. 

I’ll never know what’s truly true. 

I wear a ring that’s not real gold. 
On the hand you will not hold. 

How could you ever be so cruel?
Or how could I be

such a fool?



I strike a match that will not light. 
The flame refuses to ignite. 

I sit and hope for just a spark.
In the cold and in the dark. 

I carry scars that will not fade. 

But they are a thing I would not trade.

They are the wounds of how I tried. 

And remind me that I did survive. 
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